CONSORTIUM BUILDING
SPECIAL SEMINAR

EUROPEAN FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Valencia, Spain – 8 & 9, Feb 2024

InfoKit
1) About the Seminar

Jovesolides, Spain and the Lebanese Development Network (LDN), Lebanon have the pleasure to invite you to participate in the ‘Consortium Building Special Seminar’ to be held on Thursday and Friday, February 8 and 9, 2024 in Valencia, Spain.

The meeting is designated to ensure a favorable environment to discuss Concept Notes and create better alignment across partner organizations.

During the first day (Feb 8), Concept Notes will be presented, partners will be selected, and groups will be formed.

During the second day (Feb 9), Round Tables will be organized to enable consortium members to discuss further details in terms of the proposed activities, roles, budgets, etc.

At the end of the second day, a deliberation session will be held for a final review of the consortiums and the follow-up procedure to be adopted.

2) Calls Included

This reflective workshop organized with a networking-based approach is dedicated to reply to the requirements of the EU calls such as Erasmus+ KA2 (Deadline March 5) and Interreg NEXT MED (Deadline March 28).

3) Participants’ Eligibility and Limitation

a. Eligibility for participation is as described in the Calls.

b. The maximum number of participants from the same organization is THREE.

c. The maximum number of Concept Notes from the same organization is THREE.

d. Participants with no-concept notes are also welcome to attend.
4) Concept Note Format
a. Please refer to the Online Registration Form.

5) Fees
a. Registration Fee is equal to €180 per person.
b. It covers event attendance, a daily TWO Coffee Breaks and ONE lunch.

6) Timetable
a. Travel Dates
   - Arrival: Wednesday, February 07, 2024
   - Departure: Saturday, February 10, 2024

7) Deadline for the Submission of the Concept Notes
a. The last day to receive the Concept Notes is Friday, January 19, 2024.

8) Deadline for the Settlement of fees
a. Last day for confirmation and the settlement of fees is Friday, January 19, 2024.
b. Payment Details to be informed soon.
c. Invitation letters for visa requirements will be provided after the settlement of fees.
d. NO REIMBURSEMENT is made if the visa is declined.
9) Presentations’ Time Frame

a. Every partner will be granted 15 to 20 minutes for the presentation of every single Concept Note.

10) Venue & Recommended Hotels

a. The seminar will take place at **CaixaForum València** (C/ Eduardo Primo Yúfera, 1A, València)

b. Here are four options for accommodations in Valencia, including a 4 or 5-star hotel and two hostels:

1. **Hotel Las Arenas Balneario Resort (5-star):**
   - Location: Avenida Neptuno, 32, 46011 Valencia, Spain.

   Description: This luxurious beachfront hotel offers stunning views of the Mediterranean Sea. It features a spa, outdoor pools, and elegant rooms with modern amenities. The hotel is situated near the city center, providing easy access to popular attractions such as the City of Arts and Sciences. Guests can enjoy fine dining at the on-site restaurants, relax in the wellness center, and take advantage of the personalized service.

   As of my last knowledge update in January 2022, the information provided here may be subject to change. Please verify with the hotel directly or through reliable sources for the latest details.

2. **Hotel NH Valencia Las Ciencias:**

   - Description: NH Valencia Las Ciencias is a modern and comfortable hotel located near the City of Arts and Sciences, one of Valencia’s major attractions. The hotel is designed with contemporary style and offers a range of amenities for both business and leisure travelers.

3. **Home Youth Hostel:**
   - Location: Carrer de la Lonja, 4, 46001 Valencia, Spain

   - Description: Home Youth Hostel is a budget-friendly option located in the heart of Valencia’s historic district. It offers dormitory-style rooms with shared facilities, providing a social and vibrant atmosphere for travelers. The hostel is within walking distance of landmarks like the Central Market and the Silk Exchange. Guests can
enjoy free Wi-Fi, a communal kitchen, and organized activities to meet fellow travelers.

4. Red Nest Hostel:

- Location: Carrer de la Pau, 36, 46003 Valencia, Spain

- Description: Red Nest Hostel is a lively hostel situated in the Carmen district, known for its vibrant nightlife. The hostel provides a mix of dormitory and private rooms, catering to various traveler preferences. It features a rooftop terrace with panoramic views of the city and a communal lounge for socializing. The hostel is centrally located, making it convenient for exploring Valencia’s cultural and entertainment offerings.

Before making a reservation, it’s advisable to check the latest reviews, amenities, and current policies of each accommodation to ensure they meet your specific preferences and requirements. Enjoy your stay in Valencia!

c. Travel and accommodation are self-funded.

11) Contact Information

a. An FAQ document will be shared.